Human Ku70/80 interacts directly with hTR, the RNA component of human telomerase
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ABSTRACT

Maintenance of telomere integrity requires the dynamic interplay between telomerase, telomere-associated proteins and DNA repair proteins. These interactions are vital to suppress DNA damage responses and changes in chromosome dynamics that can result in aneuploidy or other transforming aberrations. The interaction between the DNA repair protein Ku and the RNA component of telomerase (TLC1) in Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been shown to be important for maintaining telomere length. Here, we sought to determine whether this interaction was conserved in higher eukaryotes. Although there is no sequence similarity between TLC1 and the RNA component (hTR) of human telomerase, we show that human Ku70/80 interacts with hTR both in vitro and in a cellular context. Specifically, Ku70/80 interacts with a 47 nt region of the 3′ end of hTR, which resembles the stem–loop region of the yeast Ku70/80 binding domain on TLC1. Furthermore, utilizing immunoprecipitation/RT–PCR experiments, we show that Ku interacts with hTR in cell lines deficient in the human telomerase reverse transcriptase protein (hTERT), suggesting that this interaction does not require hTERT. These data suggest that Ku interacts directly with hTR, independent of hTERT, providing evidence for the conservation of the interaction between Ku and telomerase RNA among various species and provide significant insight into how Ku is involved in telomere maintenance in higher eukaryotes.

INTRODUCTION

Telomeres are nucleoprotein structures found at the ends of linear chromosomes that protect chromosomal DNA from degradation, recombination and detrimental fusion events (1). In humans, telomeres are composed of telomeric DNA, consisting of tandem repeats of short sequences (TTAGGG), that are synthesized by the enzyme telomerase (1). The human telomerase enzyme is minimally composed of the reverse transcriptase, hTERT and the RNA component, hTR. hTERT utilizes hTR as a template to add the TTAGGG repeats onto the 3′ ends of the chromosome (1,2). In addition to this role as a polymerase, the hTERT/hTR complex also cooperates with a conglomerate of other proteins to form the nucleoprotein ‘cap’ at chromosome termini. These proteins include telomeric DNA-binding proteins, such as TRF1 and TRF2 (3), and DNA repair proteins, such as the Mre11/Rad50/Nbs1 complex (4). Maintenance of this telomere cap involves an intricate, highly regulated network of protein–protein, protein–DNA and protein–RNA interactions, which are crucial for the protection of the genome. Misregulation of this process has been associated with cellular senescence and transformation to a malignant state (5).

The DNA-dependent protein kinase, DNA-PK, has been linked to telomere maintenance (4,6,7). DNA-PK, which is composed of the catalytic subunit DNA-PKcs, and the dimeric DNA-binding regulatory subunits Ku70/80, is required for repair of DNA double-strand (ds) breaks via the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway (8). Mouse cells deficient in DNA-PKcs show high levels of chromosome end-to-end fusion (6); moreover, cells deficient in both DNA-PKcs and Terc (mouse hTR) exhibit accelerated rates of telomere shortening compared with cells solely deficient in Terc, suggesting a functional interaction between DNA-PKcs and telomerase in sustaining telomere length (9). Mouse cells lacking Ku70 or Ku80 also display a higher rate of chromosomal end-to-end fusion events (10,11). Inactivation of a single allele of Ku80 in human somatic cells resulted in a similar phenotype (12). Ku70/80 associates with telomeric DNA (13) and binds to TRF1 and TRF2 (14,15). Moreover, Ku has been reported to associate with hTERT and telomerase activity (16). However, the precise biological consequence, the biochemical nature of these interactions and the role of DNA-PK in telomere maintenance remain unknown.
It has been shown in budding yeast that Ku70/80 (yKu70/80) interacts with a stem–loop region of TLC1, and yeast harboring a yKu80 allele that is defective for TLC1 binding possesses shortened telomeres (17). A more recent study demonstrates that the interaction of yKu70/80 with TLC1 is required to recruit two subunits of yeast telomerase (Est1p and Est2p) to telomeres during S phase, when optimal telomere elongation is occurring (18). These observations suggest that the interaction of yKu70/80 with TLC1 is important for maintaining the telomere length. In this study, we have investigated the evolutionary conservation of this interaction and we demonstrate that human Ku interacts with hTR, the RNA component of human telomerase both in vitro and in vivo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs)

Native DNA-PKcs and Ku70/80 were purified to homogeneity from HeLa cells as described previously (19). The EMSA binding reactions were carried out in 10 μl volume containing 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 5% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mM MgCl₂, 0.8 U of RNase OUT (Invitrogen) and 0.33 pmol of 32P-labeled probe. The amount of purified proteins used in each EMSA reaction is indicated in the figure legends. Following a 10 min incubation at 25°C, the reactions were fractionated on 5% non-denaturing PAGE, in 0.5× TBE for 90 V for 3 h. For the smaller truncated hTRs, the gels were run for 1 h.

For the EMSA experiments with DNA, a double-stranded 36 bp blunt-ended oligonucleotide corresponding to the sequence of a non relevant gene (PIG3) was used as the radiolabeled probe. The DNA probe was end-labeled with 32P using T4 kinase as described previously (20), and approximately 0.2 pmol of labeled probe was used for the binding reactions. For the DNA gel shift, the gels were run for 1 h.

The EMSA gels were dried on Whatman 3MM paper and exposed to X-ray films. Addition of competitor RNA, DNA or antibodies to the EMSA reactions, either before or 5 min after incubation, was also carried out using monoclonal antibodies against Ku80 (Ab2, NeoMarkers) and anti-Myc (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).

Synthesis of hTR RNA truncations

Various truncations of hTR were generated using methods described previously (21). Briefly, 5’ (containing the T7 polymerase promoter sequence) and 3’ primers corresponding to the hTR cDNA sequence were used to amplify the desired cDNA sequence encoding the hTR truncation; the PCR product was then cloned into pUC19 for in vitro transcription reactions (MEGAscript T7; Ambion) (21). For example, for the 404–451 hTR truncation, the 5’ primer utilized was 5’-GAG AAG CTT TAA TAC GAC TCA CTA TAG GAT TCC GTG AGC TGTG-3’ and the 3’ primer utilized was 5’-GGA TGT GTC AGC CGA GTC-3’. To generate the radiolabeled hTR probe, the appropriate cDNA template was linearized with EcoRI and used for in vitro transcription reactions in the presence of α32P-UTP (3000 Ci/mmol; Amersham Biosciences). The subsequent hTR RNA products were purified using MEGAclear kit (Ambion) as per the manufacturer’s guide, and quantitated using a BioPhotometer (Eppendorf, VWR).

Immunoprecipitation and RT–PCR

The three cell lines used for these experiments included two human embryonic kidney cell lines, 293T and HA5, and an SV40 transformed human fibroblast cell line, GM847. Asynchronously grown human cells were harvested, pelleted and resuspended with ~10 times the pellet volume of CHAPS Lysis buffer [100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 10% (w/v) glycerol, 1% CHAPS, 1 mM MgCl₂, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 0.5 U/ml RNase OUT plus protease inhibitors, CompleteMini EDTA free (Boehringer Mannheim)] for 30 min on ice; the lysates were then centrifuged at 16 000 g for 30 min at 4°C, to obtain whole cell extracts for immunoprecipitation experiments (22). For each immunoprecipitation reaction, ~4 × 10⁸ cells were used. Approximately 5 μg of each antibody was pre-coupled to 25 μl of a 50% slurry of protein G agarose beads by incubating for 1 h at 4°C on a rotator. Whole cell extracts were pre-cleared with protein G agarose, and then added to the antibody coated beads; the mixtures were then subjected to constant rotation for 4 h at 4°C. The subsequent immune complexes were washed three times with CHAPS Lysis buffer. Approximately 10% of the immune complex beads were removed and analyzed by western blots. RNA was then extracted from the remaining amount of beads with phenol, and then with chloroform–isoamyl alcohol (24:1), ethanol precipitated, and redissolved in water. RNA was also isolated from the same number of cells using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s guide.

The resulting RNA preparations were analyzed for the presence of hTR by RT–PCR using primers and the methodology as described in (23). The reverse transcription reactions were carried out using SuperScriptII One-Step RT–PCR with Taq polymerase (Invitrogen). Purified FL-hTR was used as positive control for the RT–PCR. A control PCR for the β2-Microglobulin (B2M) gene was also performed based on a previously described protocol (24). The expected PCR products for hTR and B2M are 102 and 300 bp, respectively. Western Blots of the immune complexes were performed using monoclonal antibodies against Ku80 (Ab2, NeoMarkers).

For immunoprecipitation experiments shown in Figure 6A, ~5 μg of purified Ku70/80 was incubated with 2 pmol of radiolabeled FL-hTR under EMSA conditions for 15 min at 25°C. The reactions were diluted to a volume of 100 μl with CHAPS Lysis buffer, and added to antibody-coated protein G beads, and subjected to constant rotation for 2 h at 4°C. The beads were then washed twice with CHAPS Lysis buffer, and loaded onto SDS–PAGE, Coomassie blue stained and analyzed by autoradiography.

RESULTS

Interaction of Ku70/80 with hTR

In budding yeast, genetic studies show that yKu70/80 interacts with a 48 nt (nucleotides 288–335) stem–loop region of the RNA template (TLC1) of yeast telomerase (17). In vitro studies show that purified yKu70/80 interacts with three tandem copies of this 48 nt stem–loop region of TLC1. To determine whether or not the telomerase RNA/Ku interaction seen in yeast is conserved in higher eukaryotes, full-length (FL)-hTR was transcribed in vitro in the presence of α32P-UTP, purified, and tested for interaction with Ku70/80 and...
DNA-PKcs (purified from HeLa cells) in EMSA studies (25). As shown in Figure 1A, a slower migrating form of hTR (indicated by the ‘x’) appeared in the presence of purified Ku70/80 but not with purified DNA-PKcs (compare lanes 2 and 3 with lane 5). The addition of increasing amounts of purified DNA-PKcs did not significantly alter the migration of the putative Ku70/80–hTR ribonucleoprotein complex (Figure 1A, lanes 6–8), implying that under these conditions DNA-PKcs does not interact with Ku bound hTR. Increasing the NaCl concentration up to 300 mM and addition of up to 20 μM ATP and 50 μM MgCl₂ in the EMSA binding reactions did not affect the putative Ku–hTR complex (data not shown). The preparation of Ku70/80 used in these experiments is shown in Figure 6A (lane 1).

In gel shift assays with dsDNA, Ku70/80 has been shown to form multiple protein–DNA complexes, depending on the amount of Ku70/80 and the length of dsDNA (20). This is believed to represent the ability of Ku70/80 to bind to the dsDNA end, and translocate along the DNA in an ATP-independent manner (20). To see whether a similar phenomenon exists with Ku–RNA interactions, we incubated radiolabeled FL-hTR with increasing amounts of Ku. As shown in Figure 1B, two predominant slower migrating forms of ribonucleoprotein complexes begin to appear with increasing amounts of Ku70/80 (Figure 1B, indicated by ‘x’ and ‘xx’), with concomitant lost of free labeled FL-hTR. Consistently, the same two ribonucleoprotein complexes appeared when a constant amount of Ku was incubated with decreasing amounts of labeled FL-hTR (Figure 1C, lanes 6–10, indicated by ‘x’ and ‘xx’). It would be premature at this time to speculate on the molecular nature of these multiple forms of the Ku-hTR complexes, but it likely represents multiple Ku molecules loaded onto a single hTR molecule, or dimerization of hTR molecules bound with Ku.

To confirm the presence of Ku70/80 within these higher order ribonucleoprotein complexes, an EMSA gel (Figure 2A) was transferred to PVDF membrane and analyzed by western blot analysis with monoclonal antibodies against Ku70/80 (Figure 2B). As indicated in Figure 2B, Ku70/80 is present in ribonucleoprotein complexes indicated by ‘x’ and ‘xx’. Furthermore, monoclonal antibodies to Ku70 inhibited Ku70/80–hTR complex formation (Figure 2C, lanes 5 and 6), while antibodies to Ku80 retarded the Ku70/80–hTR complex (Figure 2C, lanes 7 and 8). Monoclonal antibodies to Myc had no effect on the hTR–Ku70/80 complex (data not shown). These observations indicate the presence of Ku70/80 in these protein–RNA complexes and suggest that the epitope for the Ku70 antibody may reside in the Ku70 region that interacts with hTR, and therefore averted the formation of Ku–hTR complex. Conversely, the Ku80 antibody may recognize an epitope outside of the Ku–hTR interaction interface, and thus did not disrupt the Ku–hTR complex. Together, these results suggest that Ku70/80 binds directly to the RNA template of human telomerase.

**Figure 1. Interaction of Ku with hTR.** (A) For EMSA binding reactions, 0.16 or 0.32 pmol (lanes 2 and 3) of purified Ku70/80 was incubated with 0.33 pmol of radiolabeled FL-hTR for 10 min at RT and the reaction products were resolved on non-denaturing PAGE. The resulting gel was dried and exposed to film. Purified DNA-PKcs (0.06–0.23 pmol) was also tested to determine its effect on the Ku70/80–hTR complex (lanes 6–8). Lane 1, FL-hTR probe alone; lane 4, 1.7 pmol of BSA; and lane 5, 0.23 pmol of DNA-PKcs with FL-hTR probe. The ‘x’ indicates the putative Ku–hTR complex, and the filled square indicates free FL-hTR probe. (B) A constant amount of radiolabeled FL-hTR (0.33 pmol) was incubated with increasing amounts (as indicated in lanes 2–6) of purified Ku70/80 under previously described conditions and the reaction products were resolved by non-denaturing PAGE. (C) A constant amount of purified Ku70/80 (0.16 pmol) was incubated with decreasing amounts of radiolabeled FL-hTR (lanes 6–10) under the same binding conditions, with the subsequent reactions assayed by EMSA gel. Lanes 1–5, decreasing amount of FL-hTR (0.3–0.03 pmol) probe alone. The complexes formed are indicated by ‘x’ and ‘xx’.

**Specificity of the interaction of Ku with hTR**

The interaction of Ku70/80 with dsDNA and its role in activating DNA-PKcs has been well characterized. Current models for NHEJ suggest that Ku70/80 initially associates with ends of dsDNA breaks and recruits DNA-PKcs (8). However, recent
reports demonstrate that in human cells, the phosphorylation of RNA helicase A and hnRNP proteins by DNA-PK is RNA-dependent and that a number of unidentified RNA molecules can bind to Ku (26). As well, Ku70/80 has been shown, in vitro, to preferentially associate with RNA molecules with the sequence motif of GCUUUCCCANNNAC (N being any nucleotide) derived from the HIV TAR RNA (20,27). However, the physiological relevance of these interactions remains unknown. To test the specificity of the interaction of Ku70/80 with hTR, we performed competition assays with unlabeled FL-hTR, tRNA and an unrelated RNA sequence, Exon 4 of the PIG3 gene (24) and dsDNA. The Ku70/80–hTR complex signal diminished with the addition of molar excess amounts of unlabeled FL-hTR (Figure 3A, lanes 3–5), but not with tRNA (Figure 3A, lanes 6–8). Similarly, Exon 4 RNA at equimolar amounts with unlabeled FL-hTR did not compete for Ku binding to labeled FL-hTR (Figure 3B, compare lanes 3–5 with lanes 6–8), suggesting that Ku has a higher affinity for FL-hTR compared with Exon 4. On the other hand, at equal molar amounts, a 36 bp blunt-ended dsDNA oligonucleotide competed better than the unlabeled FL-hTR for the binding of Ku (Figure 3C, compare lanes 3–5 with lanes 6–8). This apparent higher affinity of Ku for dsDNA compared with FL-hTR was recapitulated in reciprocal experiments using labeled 36 bp DNA (Figure 3C, lanes 9–16). Similar results were obtained regardless of whether the unlabeled competitors were added together or 5 min after the addition of the radiolabeled probes (data not shown). These data suggest that under these EMSA conditions, Ku prefers to associate with FL-hTR compared with other types of RNA, but has a higher affinity for dsDNA (to be discussed later). Inspection of the hTR nucleotide sequence reveals that it does not contain the aforementioned previously characterized Ku binding RNA motif (27), suggesting that the molecular determinants of the Ku binding region in hTR are unique, likely involving RNA secondary structures (see below).

**Identification of the region of hTR that interacts with Ku70/80**

The 48 nt region of the stem–loop of TLC1 that associates with yKu70/80 is located within the 5′ end (nucleotides 288–335) of the 1.3 kb TLC1 RNA molecule (17). Comparison of the nucleotide sequence of hTR with TLC1 shows no sequence similarity, although the topology of several regions, such as the reverse transcriptase interaction domain, appear to be functionally conserved (28,29). To isolate the region of the hTR (451 nt in length) that interacts with Ku70/80, we performed competition assays with truncated forms of hTR. As shown in Figure 4A, nucleotides 10–451 of hTR competed for interaction with Ku70/80, but nucleotides 10–354 or 10–159 were not as effective (compare lanes 5–8 with lanes 3–4). This observation suggested that Ku interacts with the 3′ end of hTR. To further delineate the specific hTR-Ku binding region, two other hTR fragments, comprising nucleotides 354–451 and 404–451 (referred to as hTR-354 and hTR-404, respectively), were generated. As expected, increasing amounts of these hTR truncations in molar excess competed for Ku binding to radiolabeled FL-hTR, but not hTR spanning nucleotides 10–354 (Figure 4B, compare lanes 5–8 with lanes 2 and 3). Ku70/80 was also able to interact with radiolabeled hTR-404 in EMSA (Figure 5A, lanes 8 and 9), suggesting that the minimal region of hTR that is required to interact with Ku resides in the extreme 3′ end of the molecule (Figure 5A, lanes 7–9). In context of the proposed predicted secondary structure for hTR, the region between nucleotides 404 and 451 forms a stem–loop structure similar to that of the Ku binding region seen in yeast TLC1 (29,30). Moreover, according to the M-fold RNA structure prediction program (http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu/applications/mfold), hTR-404 alone also forms a similar structure (Figure 5B). However, as mentioned earlier, the yKu70/80 binding studies were carried out with...
three tandem repeats of the TLC1 stem–loop, but under our conditions, only one copy of hTR-404 was necessary for Ku70/80 binding. This suggests that the RNA structural determinants required for Ku70/80 association may be different in higher eukaryotes and require further studies.

Co-immunoprecipitation of Ku70/80 with hTR in a cellular context

As an alternative methodology to explore the nature of the interaction between Ku70/80 and hTR, we utilized an independent assay based on co-immunoprecipitation. Purified Ku70/80 was incubated with radiolabeled FL-hTR under EMSA binding conditions. The reaction products were then subjected to immunoprecipitation with monoclonal antibodies against Ku70/80 or Myc. As shown in Figure 6A, radiolabeled FL-hTR co-immunoprecipitated with the Ku70/80 poly-peptides (Figure 6A, lane 6), demonstrating a direct interaction between Ku70/80 and hTR. These data further suggested that this method can be utilized to investigate the interaction of Ku70/80 with hTR in cell extracts.
We next prepared whole cell extracts from asynchronously growing human embryonic kidney 293T cells, which contain wild-type hTR and hTERT (31), and performed immunoprecipitations with mouse pre-immune anti-sera and monoclonal antibodies to Ku70/80. RNA was isolated from the subsequent immune complexes by phenol/chloroform extraction and subjected to RT–PCR for the presence of hTR, or β2M mRNA as a control. As shown in Figure 6B, antibodies to Ku70/80, but not to mouse pre-immune anti-sera, immunoprecipitated hTR from whole cell extracts prepared from 293T cells (Figure 6B, lanes 3–8). Lane 1, FL-hTR probe alone; and lane 2, FL-hTR probe and Ku70/80.

To eliminate the possibility that the co-immunoprecipitation of Ku with hTR is mediated through hTERT (16), we performed similar experiments using two other cell lines, HA5 (human embryonic kidney cells) and GM847 (human fibroblast), which are proficient in hTR but are deficient in hTERT (32,33). As shown in Figure 6B, with hTR and two hTR truncations comprising nucleotides 354–451 (lanes 4–6) and 404–451 (lanes 7–9) were radiolabeled with [32P]UTP and tested for their ability to associate with increasing amounts of Ku70/80 (0, 0.16 and 0.32 pmol). The migration position of the FL-hTR probe and Ku–FL-hTR complex is indicated in lanes 1–3. The presence of hTR–404–Ku protein complex is indicated by the arrow. (B) Comparison of the structure of the stem–loop region on TLC1 (nucleotides 288–335) from S.cerevisiae [adapted from (17)] and hTR–404 using mfold RNA secondary structure prediction program (http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu/applications/mfold). hTR–404 forms a similar stem–loop as that seen in TLC1.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we show that human Ku70/80 interacts with hTR, the RNA template of human telomerase both in vitro and in vivo. Minimally, Ku70/80 can interact with a region of 47 nt in the 3’ end of hTR and the predicted secondary structure of this region appears to be similar to the Ku70/80 binding region of yeast TLC1. However, the precise structural requirements of these interactions remain to be explored. Moreover, in a cellular context, Ku interacts with hTR in cell lines deficient
for the reverse transcriptase, hTERT, suggesting that the interaction between Ku and hTR occurs independent of hTERT.

Based on our EMSA data, it appears that Ku preferentially binds hTR compared with other types of RNA, but has a higher affinity for dsDNA. This is not surprising given the role of Ku in DNA repair. Stellwagen and co-workers (17) identified a yKu80 allele (referred to as yKu80-135i) that harbors a 15 nt in-frame insertion in the N-terminus of yKu80 that does not bind TLC1. This mutation maps to conserved residues in human Ku80 and is located adjacent to the DNA-binding region of the Ku70/80 heterodimer (17,34), implying that the interaction between Ku with RNA and Ku with DNA may be mutually exclusive. Consistent with this notion, yKu80-135i yeast strains show no DNA repair defect, but show shortened telomeres, revealing that the DNA-binding function of Ku for NHEJ and TLC1 association for telomere maintenance can be separated.

Given that the TLC1 binding deficient mutation for yKu70/80 resides in the yKu80 allele, it suggests that the yKu80 subunit is responsible for mediating the interaction with telomerase RNA (17). However, efforts to determine which human Ku subunit interacts with hTR utilizing Far Northern and UV cross-linking experiments were inconclusive (data not shown). Based on our immunoprecipitation data (Figure 6A),

Figure 6. Interaction of Ku70/80 with hTR in vitro and in vivo. (A) Purified Ku70/80 was incubated with radiolabeled FL-hTR, and immunoprecipitated with monoclonal antibodies against Ku70/80 or Myc; the immune complexes were washed and fractionated on SDS–PAGE, stained with Coomassie blue (left panel) or processed by autoradiography (right panel). Lanes 1 and 4 each represent 5% of the input. The presence of Ku70/80 is indicated by the diamond (left panel), and the presence of the radiolabeled FL-hTR probe is indicated by the arrow (right panel). The filled-in square indicates IgG heavy chain proteins from the immunoprecipitation (left panel). Molecular weight markers in kDa are shown in the Coomassie blue stained gel (left panel). (B) Whole cell extracts were prepared from human 293T, GM847 or HA5 cells and immunoprecipitated with mouse pre-immune or antibodies to Ku70/80; RNA was extracted from 90% of the subsequent immune complexes and subjected to RT–PCR as described in Materials and Methods. The presence of hTR (top panel) and β2M (bottom panel) is indicated by 102 and 300 bp PCR products, respectively. Lane 1 contains the DNA size marker in kb, lane 2 contains no template PCR control (bk), and lane 3 contains 0.1 μg of FL-hTR subjected to the same RT–PCR protocol. Lanes 4–6 contain the RT–PCR of ~1% of the total RNA isolated from an equal number of cells used for each of the immunoprecipitation experiments to serve as positive controls for the presence of hTR and β2M. Lane 7 contains DNA size marker in kb, and lane 8 contains the no template PCR control (bk). Lanes 9–14 represent the results of the RT–PCR of the pre-immune (p) or anti-Ku70/80 (Ku) immune complexes isolated from the different cell lines. (C) The presence of Ku in the immune complexes used for the RT–PCR in (B) was confirmed by western blot analysis using mouse monoclonal anti-Ku80. Lane 1 contains 0.1 μg of purified Ku70/80. Lanes 2–4 represents 1% of the input cell extract used for the immunoprecipitation experiments. Lanes 5–10 contains ~10% of the total immune complexes (‘p’ for pre-immune, ‘Ku’ for anti-Ku70/80) isolated from the various cell lines used for extracting RNA for the RT–PCR experiment.
it is very likely that Ku interacts with hTR as a heterodimer. Nevertheless, it remains to be determined which subunit of human Ku mediates the interaction with hTR.

Budding yeast strains harboring the yKu80-135i mutation or tlc1Δ48 (TLC1 lacking 48 nt Ku binding stem–loop) show accelerated loss of telomere length, which is not attributed to loss of telomerase activity but to reduced kinetics of telomere addition (17). This can be attributed to the reduced association of two yeast telomerase subunits (Est1p and Est2p) to the telomere during telomere synthesis, revealing that the interaction of yKu70/80 with TLC1 is crucial for recruiting the active reverse transcriptase complex (18). In higher eukaryotes, mouse cells lacking Ku70 and human cells carrying an inactivated Ku80 allele also show accelerated telomere shortening (12,35). Human Ku70/80 has also been shown to immunoprecipitate with hTERT and telomerase activity (16), consistent with a role in telomere length regulation. Combined with the data presented, it seems likely that Ku may promote telomere elongation either by recruiting hTERT to chromosome ends or by stabilizing hTR/hTERT complexes once they form at the ends. Interestingly, as mentioned earlier, the yKu80-135i or tlc1Δ48 yeast strain did not show DNA repair defects, revealing that the function of Ku70/80 in telomeres is independent of the length of TTAGGG repeats and the G-strand template and suggests that the function of Ku in DNA repair and in telomere maintenance may also be separable in higher eukaryotes. Nevertheless, it remains to be determined which subunit of human Ku mediates the interaction with hTR.

To our knowledge, this is the first biochemical characterization of human Ku showing that it interacts directly with hTERT. This is significant in that it implies a strong evolutionary conservation of the interaction of Ku with the telomerase RNA template and suggests that the function of Ku in DNA repair and in telomere maintenance may also be separable in higher eukaryotes. Thus, our data have provided a novel avenue of studies to specifically define the physiological role of Ku70/80 at mammalian telomeres.
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